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 Long before J.K. Rowling caused such a sensation with her boy-wizard 

Harry Potter, Charles Dickens kept his readers on the edge of their seats wondering 

what would happen to his boy heroes as they grew up amidst the poverty and 

deprivation of Victorian England.  True, David Copperfield and Nicholas 

Nickelby, for example, didn’t have Harry’s magical powers, but then even when he 

was living with his Muggle relatives, Harry never suffered as much as a poor 

Dickens hero.  Perhaps the most powerful example of Dickens’ ability to pull on 

his reader’s heartstrings is Oliver Twist.  Here is an orphan boy who lives in a 

miserable workhouse.  Even at his tender age, Oliver is uneducated, overworked 

and malnourished – but he had courage.  When the small amount of gruel wasn’t 

enough for he and the other workhouse boys to maintain their strength for the 

day’s labor ahead, they decide to ask for more.  Drawing lots, Oliver lost.  So he 

walked to the front of the room and politely, but firmly, asked Mr. Bumble for 

more.  He didn’t ask for steak or chocolate.  He didn’t ask to be let out of work.  

He merely asked for more gruel.  He might as well have asked for the British 

throne.  The well-fed gentlemen who operated the workhouse were so outraged by 

his ingratitude that they sold Oliver off to be an undertaker’s apprentice.  

Everything turned out alright in the end, of course, but poor Oliver endured great 

hardships – all because he asked for more. 
 

 In today’s gospel, it is the apostles who stand in the place of Oliver Twist.  It 

is the apostles who asked for more – and it is Jesus of all people who seems to sell 

them into servitude.  This passage begins with the disciples genuinely asking Jesus 

to increase their faith.  Rather than responding favorably to their request, Jesus tells 

them they don’t need an increase in faith – that with faith the size of a mustard 

seed they could order a huge mulberry tree to be uprooted and it would obey.  The 

apostles had to have been puzzled by this response.  After all, they were merely 

trying to become better disciples and logically an increase of faith could only help.  

Given the sincerity of their request, Jesus’ response seems oddly callous and 

insensitive.  Couldn’t he have accommodated them just a bit?  Couldn’t he have 

promised to increase their faith ever so slightly?  But note that Jesus does not deny 

his apostles’ request – in his response he is suggesting to them that they are asking 

the wrong question.  Rather than seeking an increase in faith, Jesus tells his 

disciples, they should be seeking a decrease in themselves. 
 

 It is not, you see, that we lack faith – we don’t really need that much in the 

first place – it is that we get in God’s way.  Our agenda, our ego, our selfish need 

for approval and comfort and status – all of this gets in the way of God 



accomplishing all that he could through us.  Yes, with faith but the size of a 

mustard seed, God could order the mulberry uprooted and it would comply.  But 

most of the time we aren’t interested in what God chooses to accomplish.  We 

want to set the pace – to tell God where to look and what to do – and then we 

bemoan our lack of faith when miracles don’t happen.  Miracles don’t happen 

because God isn’t our servant.  We are his. 
 

 That’s the point of the last part of the gospel passage.  Jesus reminds the 

disciples that we are but servants.  We are not to set the agenda or even seek to be 

praised or thanked when we do what we have been commanded to do.  That is, 

after all, our job.  No, indeed, we are to listen for the voice of the master and to do 

what he commands – without complaint, without suggesting another set of 

priorities, without seeking accolades.  In the words of the gospel, we are but 

unprofitable servants.  We seek to do what we are obliged to do.   For those of us 

with determined personalities – in other words, for most of us – doing our duty 

without question or pause is not something we are used to.  It is not something we 

are comfortable with.  We expect to be co-workers with God.  Yes, we’ll listen to 

him sometimes, but we expect that he will take our suggestions seriously.  In the 

first reading, the prophet Habakkuk thought much the same thing.  I cry to you for 

help. Lord, but you don’t listen, the prophet says.  And the Lord’s answer was not 

what Habakkuk was looking for:  the vision – the plan of God – still has its time.  

Wait and see.  Habakkuk wasn’t really interested in waiting, and neither are we.  

We want to see that mulberry tree move now – and we want to tell it where to go.   

What Jesus is reminding his disciples is that it doesn’t work that way.  God alone is 

the author of life.  God alone decides what is to be uprooted and where it should be 

sent.  The will of God – not your will or my will or anyone else’s will – but the 

will of God will be accomplished in God’s time.  Oh, sure, I’d like it to happen in 

my time, but reluctantly I must concede that I am not God.  Reluctantly, I am 

called to understand that I may see great things accomplished in my lifetime.  I 

may be the one who gathers the harvest, or I may be merely the one who plants the 

seed.  
 

 That’s where the Dickens’ boy heroes can be so instructive.  For the most 

part, they stumbled through life.  Whenever Oliver or any of the others tries to set 

out on his own, Dickens usually snaps him right back into line.  That they live 

happily ever after is a foregone conclusion of Victorian literature, but they do so 

often in spite of their best efforts not because of them.  And so it is with us.  If we 

ultimately reach eternal happiness in heaven, it will likely be in spite of the work of 

our lives, not because of it.  Yes, we only need faith the size of a mustard seed, but 

we need our egos – that forest of mulberry trees that stand between us and God – 

we need our egos to be uprooted and planted in the sea. 


